REIKI HEALING
TREATMENTS BY VICTORIA PAGE, ITEC

The word 'Reiki' is derived from the Japanese words 'Rei' (pronounced ray)
meaning universal and 'ki' meaning life energy. This universal energy flows
through all living things and it is this energy that is channeled by a practitioner
during a Reiki treatment encouraging a good flow of energy through the body.
Aside from treating physical, mental and emotional problems, most clients
report that a Reiki treatment feels wonderful, and promotes a sense of
relaxation and wellbeing. Reiki can be used to relieve the symptoms of chronic
illnesses such as anxiety, insomnia, back pain and arthritis, and it often
produces long-term beneficial changes. In some cases a course of four to six
treatments for maximum benefit could be suggested.
During the treatment

Fully clothed, the client lies down on a
couch or seated in a chair and the
practitioner places their hands lightly on
the body where Reiki is transferred.

www.vip-therapies.com

Treatment times can vary depending
on the situation or request, but
ideally a full whole body treatment
would take approximately one hour.

07789 516 517

relax@vip-therapies.com

£65 (60 mins)

What does Reiki feel
like?

If you’d like to try
Reiki with me, then
please call on
07789 516 517
I’ll be happy to book
you in!

No two treatments of Reiki
healing are the same. This is
because Reiki has its own
intelligence and knows what the
body needs at that time. We are
forever changing and fluctuating,
therefore experiences differ.

Sometimes heat or coolness are felt from the practitioners hands. The
receiver may have a sensation of the deepest relaxation, sometimes a
bit "floaty" and sometimes falling asleep but when awaking feel so
replenished.
What others have to say ...
“Vikki is a born healer. I went to her in physical pain with my hip and back and I now
realise, the residue of some emotional pain from the death of my husband. After the first
session with her I was more relaxed and calm than I had been for a long time, and the
physical pain was 100% times better too. A second session built on that.
I now want to make Vikki and her Reiki a regular part of taking care of myself and if you
haven’t had a treatment with her yet, don’t wait any longer. Her calming, soothing persona,
and her skills at healing is something we all need as a necessity, not a luxury.”
~ Barbara Cosgrave
"I have cerebral palsy which means I cannot always control my muscles in order to remain
relaxed. Victoria Page through her Reiki treatments has opened the door to relaxation for
the first time for me. I would recommend this to others with cerebral palsy, as a small
investment in money gives a large benefit in relaxation and positive thoughts. When you
meet her, she radiates kindness that immediately puts you at ease."
~ Iain Speed

Reiki training

I am a Reiki Master/Teacher in traditional
Usui Reiki. If you would like to find out more
about learning Reiki yourself, please click
here.

